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Existing Conditions: 
2 travel lanes and on-street parking both sides of street

Proposed Conditions: 
2 way protected bike lanes on west side of street
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Preferred Design Elements: Other design elements suggested:
Conceptual design consultation findings - design revisions informed by consultation activities Q3-Q4 of 2017

Build conventional painted bike lanes - conventional bike lanes would still impact parking and have limited protection for cyclists
Build one-way protected bike lanes on both sides of street - not feasible due to significant impacts to on-street parking and loading
Build two-way protected bike lanes on east side of street - less suitable due to increase in intersection conflicts and vehicle level of service impacts

Continue with two-way bicycle lane on west side of Wharf Street
Retain right turn slip lane from JSB onto Wharf Street 
Retain left hand turn lane on to Fort Street
Enhance Transit stop amenities at Reeson Park
Improve pedestrian crossings throughout
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SEGMENT A | Pandora Avenue to Fort Street  
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DRAFT - these are NOT construction drawings 

Retain the right hand turn lane to manage traffic 
volumes across the Johnson Street Bridge and add  
additional safety enhancements including a stop 
condition, grade raised crossing, and signage

Enhance this pedestrian crossing to include improved sight 
lines, shorter crossing distances, wider crossing area, new 
lighting, and improved alignment with Bastion Square

Seperate pedestrians and cyclists and  
grade raise this portion of the bike lane to enhance 

comfort in this narrow portion of the roadway  

Grade raise this loading zone to improve 
its functionality 

Enhance drive way crossings with conflict 
paint, signage, and innovative design 
treatments to mitigate conflict 

Enhance Transit stop with additional 
amenities to make stop more comfortable and 
encourage multi-modal trips

Install a pedestrian signal to improve 
pedestrian safety and allow better flow of 
vehicles turning left from Yates street onto 
Wharf Street 

Connect the Wharf street bike lanes to the Pandora 
Avenue two-way lane to the north and to the Johnson 
Street Bridge multi-use pathway and regional trail 
network to the south
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Other design elements suggested:
Continue with two-way bicycle lane on west side of Wharf Street
Reconfigure the intersection at Government / Wharf / Humboldt
Retain left hand turn lane onto Fort Street
Provde a new Transit stop amenities on Government Street
Improve pedestrian crossings throughout

DRAFT - these are NOT construction drawings 

Conceptual design consultation findings - design revisions informed by consultation activities Q3-Q4 of 2017

Preferred Design Elements:
Build conventional painted bike lanes - conventional bike lanes would still impact parking and have limited protection for cyclists
Build one-way protected bike lanes on both sides of street - not feasible due to significant impacts to on-street parking and loading
Build two-way protected bike lanes on east side of street - less suitable due to increase in intersection conflicts and vehicle level of service impacts
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Existing Conditions: 
2 travel lanes and on-street parking both sides of street

Proposed Conditions: 
2 way protected bike lanes on west side of street
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SEGMENT B | Fort Street to Government Street

LEGEND

Proposed transit stop

Proposed bike lane

Proposed loading zone

Proposed on-street parking
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Provide space for the loading & 
unloading of ride for hire agencies such 

as pedicabs and rickshaws   Enhance this pedestrian crossing to include improved 
sight lines, shorter crossing distances, large pedestrian 
storage areas and new bicycle racks

Enhance this pedestrian crossing to include improved 
sight lines, shorter crossing distances, large pedestrian 
storage areas and new bicycle racks

Retain left turn lane to maintain existing vehicle and 
Transit levels of service - new traffic signals will be 
installed to safely accomodate the circulation of all 
road users

Reconfigure this intersection to permit 
eastbound vehicle movements to 
Douglas, provide space for a new public 
realm amenities and improve the safety 
and circulation for pedestrians and 
cyclists navigating this intersection

Provide access to this driveway for special 
events or for emergency vehicle needs

A new Transit stop 
will be proposed for 
this location

Provide space for the loading & 
unloading of ride for hire agencies such 

as pedicabs and rickshaws   

Extend the two-way cycling facilities to 
the mid-block crossing on Government 

Street to the south
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Enhance drive way crossings with conflict 
paint, signage, and innovative design 
treatments to mitigate conflict 

Enhance drive way crossings with conflict 
paint, signage, and innovative design 
treatments to mitigate conflict 

Enhance drive way crossings with conflict 
paint, signage, and innovative design 

treatments to mitigate conflict 




